C

Cost

Quality

Peace of Mind

Stone is produced from a high quality
mix engineered from 100% natural Stone

Binders, fine quartz and a special blend of
proprietary fine washed stones.
Compared to mix designs found in the
west, mid-west, north and east,

Stone

has been found to be among the hardest.
It’s natural shine helps cut down on the
need for topical sealers required by other
mix designs. We carry a Limited Lifetime
Warranty on all of our products installed
by qualified technicians. C Stone comes
in 1,1 1/2,2 & 3 inch thickness and in
various sizes. Sizes that can be custom fit.

C Stone can be designed for thicker
uses.

Building

Counters For Life

All inside and outdoor kitchen slabs are
personally inspected during the production
process, the curing and handling processes. The
curing techniques of our outdoor kitchen slabs
are crucial to the quality. Top engineers and
chemists were consulted during the birth of this
fine product. It comes in 10 basic colors with
many other custom colors available. They come
in solid and combination colors. C- Stone slabs
can be customized to fit your needs.

Custom colors & finishes are available upon
request.

Kitchens Fireplace Walls Bath-Surrounds

NewConstruction
At Covantae we use our

manageable and easy to

techniques on countertops,

use. Fabrication has never

tile, bowls, fireplaces, bath

been so easy. Outdoor

surrounds and more.

Kitchens have become so

Contact your salesman

popular. By the end of 2009

today for a free quote.

every home should have an

We’re excited about our

Outdoor Kitchen.

product line and all the
things that can be done.
The products are so

Cabinets Tables Vanities Tile Countertops

Additions and Remodels

Outdoor kitchens and related items can come in many different styles
and colors. . Outdoor kitchens can be built to handle a small crowd and
even a large crowd.

Items like smokers, grills, and refrigerators have become a part of the
outdoor patio . The C Stone slabs can be used to encase the complete
Outdoor Kitchen. We all enjoy entertaining on when out side on our
patio.

Furniture Benches

